CLARIFICATION No:1
to the
TENDER DOSSIER
Supply of Vaccines and Vaccine Transport Vehicles
Publication Reference: SIHHAT/2017/SUP/INT/01/BIS
Location –Europe (non EU/Turkey)
The following clarifiction is made to the tender dossier
ANNEX II + III: TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS + TECHNICAL OFFER
Lot 2
Regarding to Lot 2, Item 3.3.5.

Question 1:

Answer 1:

3.3.5 The packages shall then be placed in the boxes. On these boxes, the name and address
of the product manufacturer and representative company, the name of the product, the batch
number, the storage grade, the expiry date and the dose amount in the box shall be written. If
the products are packed singly, ten packages shall be placed in each box. If the products are
packed in groups of ten, five packages shall be placed in each box.
We request that our products be placed in a 20-dose multi-dose form of 10 vials and that the
relevant mine should be placed in a maximum of 20 packages per box, since the
intermediate box is 20.
It will remain as published. Please follow Annex II + III: Technıcal Specifications +
Technical Offer.
Regarding to Lot 2, Items 3.3.6. and 3.3.7.

Question 2:

Answer 2:

3.3.6 The vaccines shall be frozen. Packaging boxes shall be placed in Styrofoam. The four
faces of the Styrofoam (bottom and sides) shall be suitable for the whole and parcel size, and
the top cover shall feature a joint to other parts. The Styrofoam’s shall then be placed in the
parcels. Cool-pack or gel etc. in the amount covering at least the top surface of the Styrofoam
shall be placed in any anywhere inside the Styrofoam and it shall be closed. The cool-pack or
gel placed inside the Styrofoam shall be frozen. The width of the parcels shall be 40
centimetres, height 60 centimetres, height 40 centimetres. This measurements can be at most
± 2 centimetres. On these parcels, the name and address of the product manufacturer and
representative company, the name of the product, the batch number, the storage grade, the
expiry date, the dose amount in the parcel, dimensions of the parcel and weight thereof shall
be written.
3.3.7 The parcels shall then be placed in the pallet. The pallets shall have euro pallet features
(120cm±2cmx80cm±2cmx10-15cm). Each pallet shall have 16 parcels. The height shall not
exceed 2 (two) meters including the pallet after the parcels are placed in the pallets. Parcels
can exceed maximum 5 cm from the pallet.
If the parcel dimensions in item 3.3.6 are +2, +8 parcel form produced for cold chain; Our
special parcel sizes for cold storage and transportation at -20 ° C are 70x60, 8x50 cm. For this
reason, we request to update the parcel sizes that are special for this product to 70 cm x 60
cm x 50 + - 10 cm in your specification and when you consider these parcel sizes, you can
update 16 parcel expressions of each palette in item 3.3.7 with a maximum of 16 Parcels.
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 2, Item 4.9.

Question 3:

4.9 For each serial, the manufacturer shall deliver, free of charge, the cell on which the vaccine
shall be controlled (Hep-2c:1 ampoule), antiserum (pool antiserum 50 ml/series for each type)
and national reference vaccine (1 for both series), international reference vaccine (1 for all
serials) or the vaccines to test the national vaccine calibrated in accordance with the
international vaccine by the manufacturing country authority.
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In the technical specifications included in the bOPV tenders of the former General Public
Health Directorate this amount is 0.5 ml. The 50 ml / series figure in this article should be reexamined and updated to 0,5 ml
Answer 3:

Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Lot 3

Question 4:

Regarding to Lot 3, Item 1.1;
The list of WHO prequalifıcations in most of the european countries is also asked asa quality
parameter. The article "The said product; Must have a license given by Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Health or EMA (European Medicines Agency) license," requested to change as
"The said product; Must have a license given by Republic of Turkey Ministry ofHealth or
EMA (European Medicines Agency) license or WHO prequalifıcation"”

Answer 4:

It will remain as published. Please follow Annex II + III: Technıcal Specifications +
Technical Offer.

Question 5:

Regarding to Lot 3, Item 4.4;
In accordance with the production standards, a total of 0,02% of the total dosage can be
supplied as an extra diluent.
Since the same standars are aplicable for the Ref :-SIHHAT/2017/SUP/INT/Ol/BIS
INIVATION TO TENDER FOR Supply of Vaccine and Vaccine Transport Vehicles "In
accordance with the production standards, a total of 0,02% of the total dosage can be supplied
as an exh·a diluent." To be changed as "In accordance with the production standards, a total
of 0,02% of the total dosage can be supplied as an extra diluent."
It is advised that MoH wants extra diluent free of charge. It will be asked to decrease extra
diluent quantity from 2% to %0,2. ( As the antigen and diluent will be in the same carton and
they will be seperated decreasing the crack risk, we are asking to give %0.2 more than antigen
for the CCT presentation. If supply is from ampoules, the percentage will stay as 2%.)

Answer 5:

It will remain as published. Please follow Annex II + III: Technıcal Specifications +
Technical Offer.

Question 6:

Regarding to Lot 3, Item 4.13;
Expiration date of the product shall be at least 545 (five hundred forty five) days as of the
delivery thereof to our Institution. the shelf life of the product that can be supplied is 2 years.
Due to the total lead time for packaging, release, transportation, customs clearance,
production site comınit to remaining shelflife 450 days.) Therefore article "Expiration date
ofthe product shall beat least 545 (five hundred forty five) days as of the delivery thereof to
our Institution." To be changed as"Expiration date of the product shall be at least 450 (four
hundred fifty days) days as of the delivery thereof to our Institution."

Answer 6:

It will remain as published. Please follow Annex II + III: Technıcal Specifications +
Technical Offer.

Question 7:

Regarding to Lot 3, Item 6.5;
Depending on the results of the inspection, batch numbers of unapproved products shall be
teturned. The Contractor shall take these products from General Directorate of Public Health
vaccination storage and ship to country of origin and deliver the same amount of different
batch products to the General Directorate of Public Health free of charge and in accordance
with the specifications within 120 calendar days from the date on which the contractor is
notified to be changed as "6.5.- Depending on the results of the inspection, batch numbers of
unapproved products shall be returned. The Contractor shall take these products from General
Directorate of Public Health vaccination storage and ship to countıy of origin and deliver the
same amount of different batch products to the General Directorate of Public Health free of
charge and in accordance with the specifications within 180 calendar days from the date on
which the contractor is notifıed

Answer 7:

It will remain as published. Please follow Annex II + III: Technıcal Specifications +
Technical Offer.
Lot 5

Question 8:

Regarding to Lot 5, Item 4.8;
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Depending on the results of the inspection, batch numbers of unapproved products shall
be returned. The Contractor shall take these products from General Directorate of Public
Health vaccination storage and ship to country of origin and deliver the same amount of
different batch products to the General Directorate of Public Health free of charge and in
accordance with the specifıcations within 120 calendar days from the date on which the
contractor is notifıed to be changed as "4.8.- Depending on the results of the inspection,
batch numbers of unapproved products shall be returned. The Contractor shall take these
products from General Directorate of Public Health vaccination storage and ship to
country of origin and deliver the same amount of different batch products to the General
Directorate of Public Health free of charge and in accordance with the specifıcations
within 180 calendar days from the date on which the contractor is notifıed"
Answer 8:

It will remain as published. Please follow Annex II + III: Technıcal Specifications +
Technical Offer.
Lot 6
Regarding to Lot 6, Items 5.8. and 6.14.

Question 9:

Answer 9:

5.8 The temperature follow-ups during the shipment; Inside each parcel: one heat monitor
card and freeze display and a digital follower which is sensitive for electronic temperature
and which is frost-fast, which is capable of recording for long time, shall be available in each
pallet. The digital followers which are sensitive for electronic, temperature and freezing,
which are capable of recording for long time to be placed on the pallet shall be read during
inspection, their outputs shall be noted down to the minute and signed together with the
company and these devices shall be returned to the company upon request of the company.
The products which are found failing to be shipped under the appropriate conditions
(Publication of World Health Organization for Vaccines numbered WHO/IVB/05.23 Annex
1 Class C packaging heat limits) during the control of these heat followers shall be returned.
Contractor shall deliver to the DGoPH the product in the same quantity but from a different
batch free of charge and in compliance with the specification within 90 calendar days
following the service to the contractor.
and
6.14 The batches related to the products that are deemed inappropriate according to the control
results shall be returned. Contractor shall get these products taken from the DGoPH
warehouse and ship them to the origin country and shall deliver to the DGoPH the products
in the same quantity from a different batch, complying with the specification, free of charge,
within 90 calendar days following the date of service to the contractor.
Due to the fact that the product is a biological product, it is necessary to update it to 120 days
in order to avoid being banned in our tender because of the long production period.
It will remain as published. Please follow Annex II + III: Technıcal Specifications +
Technical Offer.
Regarding to Lot 6, Item 3.5.

Question 10:

3.5. If the packaging change will be made somewhere else, the Administration has to be
notified about this situation, the interim storage place has to be licensed by Turkish Medicines
and Medical Devices Agency (TMMDA-TİTCK), the product package which is cleared
through customs has to be opened for first by the personnel of the Institution, and the shipping
and interim warehouse heat records have to be delivered during inspection phase. DGoPH
may at any time and in any day this entire process after clearance. In the event of interim
storage and DGoPH permits, they have to be delivered to the main warehouse no later than 5
(five) workdays.
We demand that in order to take the time of handling such as packaging, labeling, and
characterization to be done on the subcontractor products after the customs withdrawal
process and to not be able to comply with the 5 working days when the vehicle to be
transported cold chain is calculated and dispatched, this employee should be updated to 10
working days at the latest
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Answer 10:

Please see Changes to Tender Dossier No:2
Lot 8
Regarding to Lot 8, Items 1.27, 1.42, 1.45 and 1.46
Lot 8 for Vaccine Storages; about disclosure of certain substances
We find it very important to elaborate below on the precise costs of certain substances that
are not disclosed in the specification.

Question 11:

Answer 11:

Question 12:

Answer 12:

Question 13:

Answer 13:

Question 14:

1.27 The scope of the Renovation works mentioned is not fully described. (construction,
excavation, breaking, creating new space, using work machine, plastering and whitewash etc.)
Depending on the installation of the cold rooms to be installed in the indoor or outdoor area,
the installation measurements of the barcode reading room and what kind of materials made
for this barcode reading room, power line or not.
1.42 For the minimum 25 mm pipe specified, the material and intended use are not fully
understood. (It is considered not to be used as rack feet.)
1.45 It will have a significant impact on the sheet thickness of the shelves to be used and an
important feature and cost that we have not found any information on the carrying capacity.
1.46 The desired mounting configuration described is not fully described. The measurements
and the number of shelves to be used in the cold air are available. There is not enough
information on this subject.
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 8, Item 1.2,
1.2. The cold room temperature range shall be + 2 / + 8 ° C
The air conditioning cooling ratings are high, it is necessary to keep the ambient temperature
between +2 and +8 degrees and to keep the ambient temperature at this level.
Changing Suggestion: Cold room temperature (+ 2 / + 8 ° C) can be set within the desired
range of -5C/+12C or the coolant should be used to provide these values.
It will remain as published. Please follow Annex II + III: Technıcal Specifications +
Technical Offer.
Regarding to Lot 8, Item 1.12,
1.12 The thermal conductivity coefficient of the polyurethane which is the panel insulation
material is k = 0,22Kcal / h m2 C.
The thermal conductivity coefficient of the polyurethane which is the panel insulation
material is k = 0,22Kcal / h m2 C. equal
w/m.K= 0,0223 X0.86Kcalhm2C=0,191178Kcal/hm2C
The kcal value of the polyurea in the literature is in the range of 0.016298 to 0.01913.
Kcal / m2h is the normal values that should be in the range of 0.1611 to 0.1915
0.22Kcal / m2h estimated value of the W value over the 0.022 software instead of
accidentally written.
Changing suggestion:
The thermal conductivity coefficient of the polyurethane which is the panel insulation
material is k = 0,22W or
The thermal conductivity coefficient of the polyurethane which is the panel insulation
material is k = 0.016298 to 0.01913 Kcal or
We request the cancellation of this item.
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 8, Item 1.20,
1.20: Electrical supply voltage shall be 380 V / 50 Hz / triphased.
Electric supply voltage is 400V in these products.
Electric supply voltage is 400V in these products. For this you have to change the technical
feature as follows.
Changing Suggestion:
Electrical supply voltage shall be min. 380 V / 50 Hz / triphased or
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Answer 14:

Question 15:

Answer 15:

Question 16:

Answer 16:

Question 17:

Answer 17:

Question 18:

Answer 18:

Question 19:

Answer 19:

Electrical supply voltage shall be 400 V / 50 Hz / triphased
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 8, Item 1.26,
1.26: The sound pressure level of the outdoor unit of the cold room device should be 40dB
(A) at a distance of 10m
In these systems, cold room of the outdoor unit of the device has the maximum sound
pressure level 38dB within 10m.
Up to 38 decibel audio levels can be obtained in these systems. Because it requires 40 dB in
the specification, it needs to be changed to a maximum of 40 dB.
Changing Suggestion:
The sound pressure level of the outdoor unit of the cold room device should be max 40dB
(A) at a distance of 10m
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 8, Item 1.30,
1.30 20 kVA diesel generator with cabin shall be installed in accordance shall be connected
to the cooling groups.
Will the 20 kVA generator be met by the institution or by us?
Questions:
Who is going to supply 20 kVA diesel generator?
It will be provided by the Contractor.
Regarding to Lot 8, Item 1.40,
1.40 The grounding wire shall be placed in the cable duct up to the devices with 1x6 mm2
Plastic Insulated Conductor (HO7Z, O7Z1) cable.
The required code numbers (H07Z, O7Z1) can be referred to by other names in each mark.
We are asking you to remove these code numbers as the plastic insulated conductor feature
is already provided in the specification.
Changing Suggestion:
The specified cable code HO7Z, O7Z1 is not available in all marks or is referred to by other
codes. We ask you to remove the code.
It will remain as published. Please follow Annex II + III: Technical Specifications +
Technical Offer.
Regarding to Lot 8;
a. Is the infrastructure ready for the vaccine storages room requirements? If not, who is
responsible to the infrastructure?
b. Humidity conditions is critical for vaccine storages. Please state the exact humidity
conditions for the rooms.
a. Please see Answer 11.
b.The guidelines of World Health Organisation (WHO) will be applied for the humidity
conditions.
Regarding to Lot 8, Item 1.49,
Please kindly confirm that the number of shelves and measures is requested for each room. If
not we kindly request you to state the exact number of shelves and their measures for each
room. Also, we kindly request you to share of technical drawing for the settlement plan.
Please see Answer 11.
Lot 9

Question 20:

Regarding to Lot 9;
For Cooling Units; about some substances to be added
In addition to the materials specified in the technical specification, we consider that writing
the following substances will increase the usability, useful life and quality of the product to
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be purchased. For this reason, we want to inform you about the advantages and disadvantages
of why these materials should be used.
1. Isolation of the body of the device should be "Monoblock" construction.
Because;
It is known that coolers are produced with 2 types of body structure. One of them is the
systems which are combined with bolts or other fasteners from edges and corners with
collecting part structure with old production technology. These systems are called bodied
structures with collective parts. Their service life is short and their thermal insulation is low.
In this project, if it is described for the purpose of use, it will loosen at the connection points
over time and cause leakage, so that the residence and vibration will be constantly exposed in
the vehicle. In such a case, the useful life of the device will be shortened and its performance
will be significantly reduced. The best example of this is the cold air chambers. Before the
construction of these rooms, careful handling of the points can cause serious problems in the
cold weather and make it impossible to use. For this reason, the area where the scene is never
moving can not be made cold room with vibrations, because it is known that there will be
time to open at the connection points.
As the surfaces of devices such as this device will be constantly in contact with the outside
environment, expansion and contraction due to cold-hot differences will create a force on this
surface, which will cause surface stresses at joints and joints, and these stresses should be
opened or separated at connection points. The following illustrations present the best
illustration of the trunked body structure.

The monobloc body structure is the new technology production and it is a necessary body
structure for low electricity consumption and heat conservation in cooling or heating devices
due to the fact that our country has entered the tropical climate in recent years. This structure
is generally referred to as a unitary or single-body structure. Since there is no gap or additional
connection points between the inner surface and the exterior, it provides a seal that provides
full insulation and extends the useful life significantly. This is the state of the art technology
for all portable devices with built-in insulation and isolation. All devices are manufactured in
this way from household refrigerators to deep freezers to thermosiphons to hot water storage
rooms where heat insulation is required. In addition this device will not be affected by
vibrations that occur due to road conditions when the device is mobile and considered to be
used in moving vehicles (since the device has a monolithic structure and therefore there are
no connecting elements or pieces on the edges or the corners). Below, some device with single
body structure has been presented with visuals.
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Answer 20:

Question 21:

Answer 21:

2. The battery used in the device should be able to be easily connected with the car’s
inside of the device and the car's battery.
For this reason, if the battery to be used is not in or on the device, it must be placed somewhere
within the vehicles to be installed. This means that there is not much space left for the battery
after the device is installed in the vehicle. If the used battery is not placed in the device, it
should be placed inside the vehicle and fixed in a place where people can not contact too
much. As a result, the risk ratio is increased. When the device is taken out of the vehicle, the
device must be disconnected with battery and it is foreseen that there will be some difficulties
such as separate transportation of the battery. Such situations, we think that all the features of
the device should be designed as single and monolithic, and that some desired features are
positioned outside the device frame, which will create both image pollution and usage
difficulty.
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 9, Item 1.14;
1.14 It shall have static cooling feature.
Cooling systems are generally divided into static system or dynamic system. Dynamic
systems are high-cooling-capacity systems with a thin aluminum fin structure called the
evaporator. Static cooling systems are generally referred to as Roll-Bond type evaporators,
which are generally white and do not contain fan-shaped fans. According to this item, the
cooling system to be used is a static cooling system which includes a roll-bond type
evaporator. Since the tubes on the evaporator used here will be exposed, they must have the
latest state of the art "hidden evaporator" system, which must be in any shock and puncture
protection (wire enclosure) that may come from the outside. The hidden evaporator system is
an application that has been proven to be a system that does not affect the cost that is produced
invisibly on the surface but prolongs the service life of the device.
In accordance with the above explanation, it should be added to this item "If the freezer to be
used in the static system is not hidden in the device, it should be taken into the wire enclosure
against the shock".
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Lot 10
Regarding to Lot 10, Items 1.10, 1.19 and 1.21
1.10 Maximum load: Min 1452: Considering other technical specifications, requested vehicle
is mid size kombi van type vehicle. However, 1.10 refers large size van type vehicle which is
not in line with the purpose of usage. There is inconsistency between 1.10 and remaining
technical specifications.
Therefore please revise these specifications as 1.10 Maximum load: Min 1190 kg

Question 22:

1.19 Back loading door width min. 1770 mm: Kindly note that this size is Maximum loading
width rather than back loading width. Back loading width is 1400 mm on this type of vehicle.
Therefore, Please revise this specification as Maximum loading width min 1700mm.
1.21 Number of doors and plan: min. 4 pieces; at least 2 on the right, 1 on the left, 1 back
door. Please note that 1 back door is not suitable for loading the cooling unit. There is high
risk to hit and damage the vehicle while loading. Therefore, please revise this specification as
Number of doors and plan: min. 4 pieces; at least 2 on the right, 1 on the left, Double back
door opening 180 degrees on both sides.
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Answer 22:

Question 23:

Answer 23:

Question 24:

Answer 24:

Question 25:

Answer 25:

Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 10, Items 1.10 and 1.19
We ask that you accept the following items that are not compatible with our technical
specifications.
1.10. Maximum load: Min 1452
Our dimension; the maximum load capacity of our vehicle is 1093kg.
Change request
1.10. Maximum load: Max 1452 or Maximum load: Min. 1093
1.19 Back Loading door width min. 1770mm
Our dimension; Back Loading door width of our vehicle is 1400mm.
Change request
Artıcle 1.19. Back Loading door width max. 1770mm or
Back Loading door width min. 1400mm
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 10, Items 1.10 and 1.19
We are requesting a clarification/modification on below items from subject specifications
document as below.
Item no: 1.10 Maximum load: Min 1452
Is it possible to revise it as Min 1090 kg
Item No: 1.19 Back loading door width min. 1770 mm
Is it possible to revise it as min. 1400 mm
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 10, Item 1.8,
1.8 Length of loading area: Min 2800 mm
Because of the vehicle carry also passengers, do you mean by this length back door to driver
section or back door to passengers section? We kindly request to clarify that.
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Lot 10, Items 1.10 and 1.19,

Question 26:

1.10 Maximum load: Min 1452
This car's purpose is not just transport cargo transportation, also carry passengers. That is
why such as load level can be supply only Cargo vehicles also. Due to more competitive
tender, please cahnge this specification as below:
1.10 Maximum load: Min 1100

Answer 26:

1.19 Back loading door width min. 1770 mm
This much back loading door width can supply only trucks. But in this cars can supply this
width as inner loading width. Due to more competitive tender, please cahnge this
specification as below:
1.19 Inner loading width min. 1770 mm
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier

APPENDIX-1 OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Question 27:

Regarding to Lot 6;
We request that the date be updated in December 2018 as at least 9 months expiration instead
of the date March 2019 as 18 month expiration.

Answer 27:

Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier

Question 28:

Regarding to Lot 3;
300,000 doses of MMR vaccines are requested in November 2018 for delivery in the tender
dossier. Considering the production and transfer processes, request to change the same
delivery to December 2018.
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Answer 28:

Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier

Question 29:

Regarding to Lot 5;
450.000 doses of Hep A vaccines are requested in September 2018 for delivery in the tender
dossier. Due to global logistical capabilities request to change the same delivery to June 2019.

Answer 29:

Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier

CONTRACT NOTICE
Regarding to Article 16.3: Selection and Award Criteria
For Lot 8:
The tenderer has delivered supplies under at most two (2) contracts with a budget of at least
one-fourth (1/4) of the financial proposal of the lot being tendered in supply of vaccine
storage.”
Question 30:
Our Question:
We would like to inform contracting authority that technical specifications define cold room
to store vaccines for LOT-8. Since, the main item name is cold room, is it acceptable to submit
“cold room” work experience in the amount which is stipulated in the contract notice
“Selection and Award Criteria- Article 16.3) Technical capacity of the tenderer”?
Answer 30:

Question 31:

Answer 31:

Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier
Regarding to Article 16.3: Selection and Award Criteria
For Lot 9
We are requesting a clarification/modification on below items from subject tender document,
Contract Notice, as below.
Item no: 16.3 Technical capacity of tenderer
The tenderer has delivered supplies under at most two (2) contracts with a budget of at least
one-fourth (¼) of the financial proposal of the lot being tendered in supply of cooling unit.
Is it possible to revise this item as below?
The tenderer has delivered supplies under at most two (2) contracts with a budget of at least
one-fourth (¼) of the financial proposal of the lot being tendered in supply of cooling unit
and vaccine transport vehicles/cold chain vehicles.
Because these vehicles are used for the same purpose as cooling units.
Please see Changes No:2 to Tender Dossier

General
Question 32:
Answer 32:
Question 33:

Should all documents in the original file be originally presented as notary and apostilled?
All documents shall be signed and stamped by the tenderer. At this stage neither notary nor
apostille required.
Should the required declarations and commitments in administrative and technical documents
in free text format or are the commitments and declarations given by company letterhead
sufficient?

Answer 33:

As stated in the Article 11 of the Instructions to the Tenderers, the required documents may
be submitted in free-text format.

Question 34:

Link in administrative condition does not work

Answer 34:

All links in the Tender Dossier are accessible.

Question 35:

Is the post warranty required for vaccinations?

Answer 35:

All warranty conditions are specified in the Tender Dossier. Please follow Tender Dossier

Question 36:

What should be understood from the work of the contract of the person in the field?

Answer 36:

The person currently working for the tenderer in fields related to this contract.
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Question 36:

Will the 15% price advantage offered in the public procurement institution for proposing
"Domestic Goods" within the conditions of origin specified in the Vaccine and Vaccine
Transport Vehicles purchase contract be implemented?
There is no any advantage for domestic goods
The supply period for Lot 1-6 is 450 days. Or Is it time to end the final acceptance is 450
days.
The implementation period will be 450 calendar days for Lot 1,2,3,4,5,6; as stated in the
Article 15 of Contract Notice, Article 13.2 of Special Condition and Article 1.1of Instructions
to Tenderers.
As stated in Article 21.4, 450.000 boxes have +/- 100% buffer

Answer 36:

Please see Tender Dossier.

Question 34:
Answer 34:
Question 35:
Answer 35:
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